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CONSERVATION WITH THE FUTURE OF
LEAD REPLACEMENT

Working alongside Roofstyle’s Luke Jones, “The Leadax original was
installed on a public house, a Black Country Ales pub called “The

Robin Hood” in Willenhall. Roofstyle were appointed as the
contractor for the client Radius Total Building Solutions Ltd. At the

start of the job due to the high probability of theft if we were to use
traditional rolled lead sheet, we contacted our suppliers Chandlers

in Halesowen to see if they could recommend a lead substitute
product that would be able to overcome the detail we faced on this

project. 

 They then put us in touch with Danny Wall a sales representative
from Cromar Building Products who was extremely attentive and
helpful throughout the process and supplied us with the Leadax.

From start to finish it was a fantastic project to be involved in and
we look forward to many more like this in the future!
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Leadax Original is one of the world’s
first lead free alternatives that offer

the most desired aesthetics of lead but
without the down sides that come hand
in hand with the use of traditional lead

such as theft and lead staining.

Cromar Building Products are the UK
Distributors for the Leadax products

and we have been supplying the lead-
free alternatives for many

applications, from new build porch
flashings to reroof conservations up

and down the country.

Here we show an example of a
restoration reroof project showing the

diversity of the Leadax Original
product, the product is as malleable
and workable as lead so those in the
trade will be comfortable with using

the product for the first time.

Working on historic and decorative buildings is something that the
Leadax products lends to, within the range available in the UK is the
Leadax Original, Leadax Easy (a full self-adhesive flashing) and the

Instead of Lead equivalent to code 4.


